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Introduction
Along with the rapid progress of production techniques for high-tech products, better and better quality of products is required for the survival in the current market. Besides providing various functions, the trend of the design for plastic products is light, thin, short, and small. Therefore, the setting of process parameters for plastic products has a remarkable influence on their quality (Huang and Tai 2001) .
Injection molding is one of the most important techniques for polymer processing (to manufacture plastic products) because of its high speed for molding and its capability of manufacturing complex geometric shapes of products. Besides, injection molding is capable of mass production, so it is widely used for many products, especially for electronic products, such as computers and communication products. Injection molding is usually adopted to produce thin parts or thin covers for these products.
Currently, there are two categories for the setting of process parameters for injection molding: one is based on the technicians' previous experience and the other takes advantage of mold flow analysis softwares, such as Moldflow (used in this study) to find the initial values for process parameters (by running various simulations on these moldflow analyses). However, no method can quickly find the reasonable combination of process parameters. In addition, trial and error is required for both methods, and the process of trial and error consumes a significant amount of time and cost. Therefore, both methods cannot meet the requirement of the current market.
Researchers have applied various kinds of methods, e.g., artificial neural network and/or fuzzy logic (Liao et al. 2004a, b; Kurtaran et al. 2005; Ozcelik and Erzurumlu 2006) , genetic algorithm (Kurtaran et al. 2005; Ozcelik and Erzurumlu 2006) , design of experiments (Huang and Tai, 2001; Liao et al. 2004a, b) , and response surface method Kurtaran and Erzurumlu 2006; Chen et al. 2010) to optimize the initial process parameter setting of plastic injection molding. However, most studies focus on the single optimal combination of process parameters by different optimization techniques. It is well known that when multiple quality characteristics are considered, the trade-off relationships exist among these quality characteristics, and these relationships make the task of finding the optimal combination rather complicated if not impossible. Instead of finding a single optimal combination of process parameters, this research seeks the efficient frontier of process parameters by data envelopment analysis (DEA).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the 'Literature review on the optimization of process parameters for injection molding' section will review related work in the literature. The properties of the material and product used in this paper will be addressed in the 'Materials and product' section. The 'Experimental design and methodology' section will discuss the experimental design and the procedure of finding the efficient frontier of process parameters. Finally, the summary and concluding remarks are provided in the 'Summary and conclusions' section.
Literature review on the optimization of process parameters for injection molding
The literature of optimization for injection molding is briefly addressed in this section. Kim and Lee (1997) discussed different geometries for plastic parts to improve the parts' warpage by Taguchi's orthogonal experiment design. To avoid producing flaws of silver streaks for automobile plastic bumpers, Taguchi's optimization method is utilized to decide the optimal values for the process parameters by Chen et al. (1997) . The same Page 2 of 11 http://www.jiei-tsb.com/content/// optimization method was also used by several works (Huang and Tai 2001; Liu and Chen 2002; Liao et al. 2004a, b; Oktem et al. 2007 ) to find the optimal combinations of process parameters for different plastic products. In these works, warpages and shrinkages of plastic parts were usually considered as their quality indices. Moldflow, a mold flow analysis software, was used to simulate a real injection machine by Erzurumlu and Ozcelik (2006) . Several techniques including the Taguchi's method, the neural networks, and the genetic algorithm were combined to optimize the process parameters.
The response surface methodology (RSM) is another popular method to optimize the process parameters in the literature. The complete model of RSM was first established by Box and Wilson (1951) . To improve two quality indices, within-wafer non-uniformity and the removal rate, of the chemical-mechanical planarization process in semiconductor manufacturing, dual RSM was proposed by Fan (2000) to optimize five process parameters. In order to avoid the difficulty of minimizing both quality indices, one was treated as the primary response put in the objective function and the other was the secondary response placed in the constraint. Two works developed RSM combined with different optimization techniques Chiang and Chang 2007) . Chen et al. (2010) applied dual RSM to improve the quality of plastic injection molding. Warpage is the primary response (and is treated as the objective function), while shrinkage is the secondary response (and is then set as the constraint) in their work.
For multiple quality indices, the above two classes of optimization focus on searching the single optimal combination of process parameters. However, it is known that the trade-off relationships exist among multiple quality indices, so the searching task of the single optimum is not easy. Castro et al. (2007) used DEA technique to find the efficient frontier when six quality indices (related with the part's geometry) were considered. This research proposes to combine several techniques including experimental design, analysis of variance (ANOVA), multiple regression analysis, and DEA to find the efficient frontier of the process parameters when three essential quality indices, warpage, shrinkage, and volumetric shrinkage at ejection, are under consideration simultaneously.
Materials and product
This study demonstrates how to determine the efficient frontier of process parameters for injection molding by taking an example of the thin cover of a digital camera. The CAD software, Solidworks, is the first to prepare the geometry of the product as shown in Figure 1 .
Next, the commercial CAE simulation software tool, Moldflow, is utilized to create the finite element model and uses the finite element and finite difference method to solve pressure, flow, and temperature fields of injection molding (Walsh 1993; Mackerle 2005; Shoemaker 2006) . The setting in Moldflow to simulate production of the parts is described below. Figure 2 shows the finite element model of the plastic part, and Figure 3 is the runner system with the cooling channel. The material used in this paper is GE Cycoloy C2950 PC/ABS (Gardena, CA, USA), and the simulating molding machine used is Roboshot 330i (330 tons, 8.90 oz, 44 mm) high speed/pressure (Milacron, Cincinnati, OH, USA). Table 1 lists the main properties of the material. This paper discusses nine key process parameters which are suggested in the literature (Chen and Turng 2005; Chen et al. 2010 ) because these parameters are most likely to affect products' quality. Table 2 shows nine process parameters and their ranges of operation suggested by Moldflow. Three indices of quality, warpage, shrinkage, and volumetric shrinkage at ejection, are considered in this paper.
The warpages are measured at four reference nodes, and the shrinkages are measured at four edges in this paper; these nodes and edges are depicted in Figure 4 of the XY horizontal plane. In Figure 4 , four reference nodes N1991, N1962, N1955, and N2261 are shown, while four edges are formed by these four nodes and are denoted by E1, E2, E3, and E4, respectively.
Experimental design and methodology
This section presents how to design the experiment as well as the procedure to determine the efficient frontier of process parameters. In the 'Experimental design' subsection, the experimental design will be addressed. To effectively find the efficient frontier, ANOVA will be firstly executed to determine the significant process parameters out of the original nine process parameters in 'Finding significant process parameters by ANOVA' subsection. The complete design of experiment with four significant process parameters is again executed on Moldflow to have better accuracy of the following regression equations. Then, response regression model will be established in which only significant process parameters are considered in 'Setting up the regression response model to create the complete dataset' subsection. This subsection will also present how to create the complete dataset for finding the efficient combinations. Finally, 'Determining the efficient frontier of process parameters by DEA' subsection will discuss how to find the efficient frontier by DEA.
Experimental design
The Taguchi experimental design with orthogonal array is an efficient experimental design for fraction factorial design (Rose 1989; Montgomery 2005) . Because there are nine process parameters considered in this research, complete experimental design is just too expensive to execute. Therefore, this research adopts the Taguchi experimental design with orthogonal array, L27, to perform the experiment on Moldflow.
The experimental results of L27 is shown in Appendix A. Three levels of each process parameters are assigned to lower bound, mid-point, and upper bound of the range of operation listed in Table 2 ; for example, levels 1, 2 and 3 of injection time x 1 are 0.5, 1 and 1.5 s, respectively.
Finding significant process parameters by ANOVA
In order to simplify the regression equations (and thus simplify the following procedure), ANOVA is firstly executed to find significant process parameters to affect the parts' three quality indices which will only be considered in the regression equations. The results are shown in Table 3 . Each node represents the warpage at this node, each edge means the shrinkage at this edge, and the volume is the volumetric shrinkage at ejection in Table 3 . The symbol '◎' means the corresponding process parameter significantly affects the quality index under the significant level 0.05 in the figure. The last column of Table 3 , U, is remarked by '•' if the corresponding process parameter significantly affects at least one quality index. From Table 3 , only four process parameters are significant to affect at least one quality index, and Table 3 Results of ANOVA
The normal probability plot for warpage. Figure 6 The normal probability plot for shrinkage. Figure 7 The normal probability plot for volumetric shrinkage at ejection.
hence only these four parameters are considered in the regression analysis in the next subsection.
Setting up the regression response model to create the complete dataset
To obtain a more complete efficient frontier for the process parameters, more data are required. The regression model, the response surface model, is utilized to create more data. In order to have better forecasting accuracy of the regression model, the complete experiment design with four significant process factors is executed again on Moldflow before the regression equations are established. The results are shown in the Appendix B.
The results of the complete experiment design with four significant process factors are then utilized to set up the second-order response surface model by the regression analysis of statistics software, SPSS. Three response surface equations for three quality indices are found below: 
The normal probability plots are provided in Figures 5, 6, 7 to justify the validity of the regression analysis.
To find a more complete efficient frontier of process parameters, more data are required. Regressed response surface equations, Equations 1, 2, 3, are exploited to create more data points. Because DEA software, Banxia Frontier Analyst 3, has the limitation on the maximal number of data points (also called decision making units (DMUs)), the design of data points to be created is explained below. Based on the results of ANOVA, because injection time and packing pressure are more significant than the other two process parameters, there are seven levels selected for these two process parameters and five levels for the other two parameters. Therefore, there are 5 × 7 × 7 × 5 = 1,225 data points to be created by Equations 1, 2, 3. The levels of each process parameter are listed in Table 4 . Note that in Table 4 , all levels of each parameter all fall its range of operation in Table 2 .
Determining the efficient frontier of process parameters by DEA DEA is a technique to evaluate the relative efficiency of many DMUs by analyzing multiple inputs and multiple outputs of each DMU. Its goal is to find the efficient DMUs, also called efficient frontier in the literature of DEA. This research uses the standard DEA Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes (CCR) (Charnes et al. 1978) model to find the efficient frontier of DMUs which is created in the previous subsection. The mathematical model of DEA CCR is briefly outlined below. Suppose that there are K DMUs, each of which consumes N inputs and produces M outputs. Then, the DEA CCR model can be established as follows:
where Y km is the value of the mth output generated by the kth DMU, X kn is the value of the nth input consumed by the kth DMU, V n and U m are X kn 's and Y km 's weights, respectively, whose values are determined by solving the model, H k is the relative efficiency of the kth DMU, and ε is a small positive number. After solving the CCR DEA model, a DMU is on the efficient frontier if its relative efficiency, H k , is equal to 1. Three quality indices, warpage, shrinkage, and volumetric shrinkage at ejection, are considered in this paper. Among these three indices, warpage is treated as the output, while shrinkage and volumetric shrinkage at ejection are two inputs in the DEA model. Because the output in DEA model needs to be maximized and warpage is apparently the minimized quality index, the transformation, 1-warpage, is adopted. The DEA software, Banxia Frontier Analyst 3, is used to find the efficient frontier of process parameters. The dataset used is the dataset of 1,225 data points created in the previous subsection. Each data point is treated as a DMU. After running Banxia Frontier Analyst 3, data points on the efficient frontier are found in Table 5 . There are nine DMUs on the efficient frontier, among which five DMUs have at least one reference count as shown in Table 6 . Therefore, these five DMUs with positive reference counts are treated as the efficient frontier of process parameters in this paper. The levels of each process parameter for these five DMUs are shown in Table 7 , where the forecasting value of a quality index is its value derived from the corresponding regression equations and the real value of a quality index means its value by re-running Moldflow on this combination of process parameters. The plot of DEA results is shown in Figure 8 .
To verify the efficiency of five DMUs found in this paper, we re-run Moldflow on each DMU and then the results are compared with those of 3 4 = 81 data points which are utilized to set up the regression equations in 'Setting up the regression response model to create the complete dataset' subsection. The comparison is accomplished by executing DEA on 5 efficient DMUs found in this paper and 81 data points. The results are shown in Tables 8 and 9 . From Table 9 , it can be observed that among five efficient DMUs found in this paper, three DMUs are still on the efficient frontier and one DMU is relatively highly efficient with 94.18% DEA score. Only DMU 1,186 is not quite efficient with 71.28% DEA score, and this may be due to the error of the regression equation at this DMU. It is fair to suggest that the error induced by the regression equation at most of the points is fairly small. Therefore, the efficient frontier of process parameters found by this paper with only 108 (=27 + 81) repeats of experiments can really provide good combinations of process parameters for decision making.
Summary and conclusions
Part quality for plastic injection molding is often evaluated by multiple interrelated quality indices, and each quality index is highly related with process parameters. This paper proposes a method of finding the complete efficient frontier of process parameters with only a few times of experiments when multiple quality indices are considered for plastic injection molding. The thin front cover of a digital camera is provided as the example of executing the method. Based on the literature, nine process parameters are considered in this research. The experimental design with the Taguchi orthogonal L27 is used to run the experiment on Moldflow. ANOVA is then executed to find significant parameters to affect the part's quality indices, and the results show that four out of nine parameters are significant with the significant level 0.05. In order to set up the complete efficient frontier of DEA analysis, more data are required, and the regression equations are used to create them. To have good accuracy of the multiple regressed equations, the complete experimental design with 3 4 times (only four significant process parameters are considered) of experiments is again executed on Moldflow. The multiple regression equations are then set up and are used to produce the dataset for DEA analysis. The results of DEA analysis shows that the five combinations are on the efficient frontier.
To show the efficiency of these combinations suggested in this paper, DEA analysis is again conducted on them as well as the results of the experiments of 3 4 times used for establishing multiple regression equations. The results show that only one combination is not as efficient mainly because of the error of the regressed equations at this combination. Hence, the method proposed here is believed indeed can find the efficient frontier of process parameters with only a few times of experiments.
The classic DEA method, CCR, is used in this paper; in the future, some other DEA methods, such as BCC, can be used, and the performance of each method can be compared. Another possible future research topic is to evaluate the performance of Moldflow analysis. 
